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Abstract
Detecting and analyzing nanoscale motion patterns of
vesicles, smaller than the microscope resolution (∼ 250 nm),
inside living biological cells is a challenging problem. State-
of-the-art CV approaches based on detection, tracking, op-
tical flow or deep learning perform poorly on this problem.
We propose an integrative approach built upon physics-based
simulations, nanoscopy algorithms and shallow residual at-
tention network to permit for the first time analysis of sub-
resolution motion patterns in vesicles, also of sub-resolution
diameter. Our results show state-of-the-art performance, 89%
validation accuracy on simulated dataset and 82% testing ac-
curacy on an experimental dataset of images of living heart
muscle cells grown under three different pathophysiologically
relevant conditions. We demonstrate automated analysis of
the motion states and changes in them for over 9000 vesicles.
Such analysis will enable large scale biological studies of vesi-
cle transport and interactions in living cells in the future.
1. Introduction
Microscopy images and videos are the only visual win-
dows to the life in biological cells. The life events in a
cell are orchestrated by a variety of organelles, such as
nanoscale vesicles (30 nm to ∼1 μm). The vesicles perform
their tasks by undergoing diverse motions in the scale of
tens of nanometers to a few micrometers and interacting
with other sub-cellular structures. The analysis of dynamic
behaviour of vesicles may hold key to understanding and
treating diverse neurological and immunological disorders
[21, 27, 35]. However, learning about their motion patterns
from microscopy videos of vesicles inside living cells is an
imposing task, both visually and through computer vision
(CV), for multiple reasons presented next:
• Optical and digital resolutions − The digital resolu-
tion (effective pixel size) of the most advanced live-cell
compatible fluorescence microscopes are limited to ∼100
nm and their optical resolution (smallest resolvable feature
Figure 1. Our integrative approach of experiments, physics,
nanoscopy, and computer vision allows analysis of nanoscale mo-
tion patterns of vesicles inside living cells.
size) is ∼250 nm. As a consequence, the structures as well
as the motion patterns of nanometer scale (< 250 nm) are
not discernible by themicroscopes, unless super-resolution
microscopy (i.e. nanoscopy) approaches are employed.
• Noise − As compared to conventional imaging and
videography, fluorescence microscopy deals with light of
the order of a few photons per pixel. The shot noise and the
dark noise of the camera oftenmake themeasurements sig-
nificantly noisy. This has further negative effect on identi-
fication of motion patterns from microscopy videos.
• Lack of data − Live-cell experiments are not quite re-
peatable. Small variations in cell culture and imaging pro-
cesses introduce differences in cell behaviour. Further,
the age of the cells and the number of times of cell cul-
ture result in variations in the frequencies of normative
life-events. Moreover, generating ground truth for such
data is practically impossible. Therefore, generating large,
controlled, statistically consistent, and suitably annotated
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dataset for machine learning is quite challenging.
•Number of vesicles and variety ofmotions−A single
living cell can easily contains a few hundred vesicles within
the focal region of the microscope. Their diameters have a
large range (30 nm to ∼ 1 μm) and motion patterns have
a large variety and complexity. Designing a method that
caters to such diversity is challenging.
We present an integrative approach of physics-based
nanoscopy-integrated artificial intelligence for learning
motion patterns of vesicles in the biological system un-
der consideration (see Fig. 1). Our approach addresses the
aforementioned problems using four key propositions.
• The complex motion patterns of individual vesicles are
broken down into piece-wise simple patterns. Small
spatio-temporal regions of interest (ROIs), each poten-
tially containing a simple motion pattern of a single
vesicle are identified using a combination of localization
nanoscopy and particle tracking.
• Vesicles’ nanoscale motion patterns smaller than the mi-
croscope resolution are reconstructed using a motion-
preserving live-cell compatible nanoscopy algorithm.
• Sufficiently large annotated dataset for CV is created
synthetically for diverse simple motion patterns of vesi-
cleswith awide range of diameters using a physics-based
simulation approach which emulates physical motion,
fluorescence photo-kinetics, optical properties of the mi-
croscope, as well as noise. This is significantly more ad-
vanced than the previous state-of-the-art simulated vesi-
cles’ dataset [8], as discussed in the supplementary.
• A shallow residual attention network is used for learn-
ing the relatively small information content (the type of
motion pattern) from a large motion-encoded nanoscopy
image (hundreds of thousands of pixels for every vesicle).
We show that our approach provides significantly bet-
ter results than the state-of-the-art spatio-temporal CV ap-
proaches on true microscopy videos of vesicles in heart
muscle cells (cardiomyoblasts). We demonstrate that the
motion patterns can be analyzed and that meaningful ana-
lytics can be derived using our approach. This analysis and
the corresponding datasets is the first such contribution to
the family of CV formicroscopy-related research problems.
2. Related work
We note two separate bodies of related work. The first
one pertains to the microscopy community, which is in-
creasingly adopting CV for a variety of tasks. The second
one pertains to analogous problems in CV where motion
patterns of individual entities are learnt. We discuss also
how our approach bridges the gaps between them.
CV inmicroscopy: Advances inmicroscopes and com-
putational hardware are expanding the possibilities for
live-cell image analysis, which is of importance to research
in biology. Deep neural networks [50, 55] are used for
tracking of cells or simulated particles. Detection based
tracking [49] and feature tracking [36, 40] were success-
fully applied in cell migration analysis [26]. For vesicles
larger than the microscope resolution, tracking and activ-
ity analysis of vesicles have been performed using single-
particle tracking [8, 38, 45, 51]. Zhao et al. [58] proposed an
analysis of large scale and collective motion of lysosomes
(a type of vesicles) by tracking. Feature tracking works fine
when particles move continuously and the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) is high. Detection based tracking performs well
when the object being tracked is a few times larger than
the microscope resolution. Neither condition is satisfied in
our problem. Recurrent neural networks have been used to
classify spatio-temporal events [34]. Optical flow guided
event detection has been applied in live-cell analysis [10].
These methods reflect promising results regarding tempo-
ral activity analysis from microscopy videos of live-cells.
However, they inherently assume that the structures andmo-
tion patterns are larger than the microscope resolution.
Motion pattern analysis in computer vision: Video
analysis for understanding crowd patterns [39], monitor-
ing traffic [46], and event detection [18] are gaining pop-
ularity. They are equivalent to collective motion pattern
analysis [58], single-particle tracking [38, 45], and interac-
tion detection [51], respectively. Alexander et al. [3] intro-
duced a computational sensor for 3D velocitymeasurement
using a per-pixel linear constraint composed of spatial and
temporal image derivatives. The challenges are however
different when the sub-resolution nanoscale motion pat-
terns in the presence of significant noise have to be inves-
tigated. Recently, micro-motion analysis [6, 13] has been
proposed to extract small motion from videos that can not
be observed with the naked eye. The method has been ap-
plied for extraction of micro expressions [24]. We found
that these methods are sensitive to noise and therefore
have limited applicability in our problem. Kim et al. [22]
proposed a method for classifying human-car activity us-
ing simulated data for training. This is analogous to our
approach of physics-based simulations for training. Ba-
radel et al. [4] proposed a framework for causal learning
of dynamics in mechanical systems from visual input. This
is roughly analogous to our investigation of transition of
vesicles from one simple motion state to another.
Gaps bridged by our work: The main challenge of
identifying nanoscale motion patterns is solved by se-
lecting a motion-preserving nanoscopy algorithm, namely
multiple signal classification algorithm (MUSICAL) [1], for
performing optical and digital super-resolution for live-cell
imaging. Through this, we introduce live-cell compatible
nanoscopy algorithms [1, 9, 12, 42] as valuable tools for CV
at the nanometer scale. Although analysing nanoscopy im-
ages using neural networks may help in various biological
experiments, the application of state-of-the-art deep learn-
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Figure 2. Overview of the proposed framework. Scale bars: 5 μm horizontal, 500 nm vertical. F indicates frame number hereon.
ing methods for nanoscopy image analysis is limited. This,
we opine, is due to 1) limited availability of annotated large
datasets, and 2) presence of fewer features in nanoscopy
images compared to the real-world camera images. The
first problem is solved in our case by employing a rigor-
ous physics-based simulation framework which emulates
both the dynamic organelles and the presence of noise in
the experiments. All details of the physics-based simula-
tions are included in the supplementary. For problems in
biology where ground truth on experimental data is nearly
impossible, such approaches will be indispensable for de-
veloping CV solutions. Such approach will also find value
in other ground-truth deficient applications such as astron-
omy, geology and climate if suitable physics-based simula-
tion frameworks of sufficient detail can be developed. The
second problem is solved by using a shallow residual at-
tention network. The features exploited in state-of-the-art
deep models based CV, namely textures, edges, and colors,
are missing in themicroscopy data. Moreover, the dynamic
range of intensity is quite small in microscopy images and
the noise is comparable to the signal. The microscopy im-
ages contain only few features encoded mainly in inten-
sity variations. Due to these reasons, we expect shallow
networks to perform better than deep models. This intro-
duces a valuable CV tool to the microscopy community,
which currently depends heavily on visual inspection.
3. Method
The proposed methodology is shown in Fig. 2. It con-
sists of fourmodules: (1) physics-based simulations for cre-
ating training dataset, (2) MUSICAL for nanoscale motion
reconstruction, (3) spatio-temporal ROI detection using lo-
calization based tracking, and (4) classification of motion
patterns. We discuss each module next.
3.1. Physics-based simulations
Our simulation flowchart is shown in Fig. 3(a). We
first simulate a vesicle labeled with several fluorescent
molecules. The diameters of the simulated vesicles is in
the range [150, 400] nm. The fluorescent molecules are
randomly placed inside the volume of the vesicle. The
number of photons emitted by each molecule are simu-
lated using the photokinetic model of [1]. Code provided
by its authors used for this. It includes blinking, bleach-
ing, and non-radiative energy dissipation of fluorescent
molecules [9]. It has been reported that the vesicles may
demonstrate random movement in a confined space [2],
directed flow-like motion [7], circular motion [32], and
sometimes they become stationary during interaction with
other organelles [14]. Inspired by the biological evidence,
we have simulated five types of vesicular motion patterns
(also called motion states) in 2D, described below:
• Circular Motion (Circ): The vesicle moves along the
periphery of a virtual circle with randomly selected cen-
ter, radius, and velocity. The radius of the circle and the
velocity of the vesicle are in the ranges [200, 500] nm and
[0, 500] nm/frame, respectively.
•Randomwalk inside a circle (RCir): The vesicle takes
random positions within a circular area. The radius of the
circle is chosen randomly from the range [200, 400] nm.
• Flow (Flow): The vesicle moves along a path with a con-
stant velocity. First, a random curve is generated. Next,
the vesicle is transported along the curve with velocity se-
lected randomly from the range [0, 1000] nm/frame.
• Random walk (RanW ): During a random walk, the
vesicle may move in any direction with equal probability.
For each movement, the velocity is randomly selected from
the range (0, 1000] nm/frame.
• Stationary (Stat): The vesicle remains stationary.
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Figure 3. Physics-based simulation framework. (a) The flow chart
and its illustration using an example of a vesicle of diameter 200
nm. (b) A visual comparison of a few randomly selected examples
of the chosen motion patterns. Scale bar: 500 nm.
Figure 4. MUSICAL preserves spatio-temporal features in images
using eigenimages (block B) and reconstructs the nanoscale pat-
terns by projecting microscope’s PSF from a nanoscale sample
grid onto the signal and noise subspaces (block C).
We note that our library of motion patterns is not ex-
haustive. It is expandable to include other patterns in the
future. After forming the coordinate list of all the fluores-
cent molecules at all the time points, we compute the raw
noise-free microscopy video by emulating the point spread
function (PSF) [31] using the optical parameters relevant to
themolecules, the microscope, and the imaging conditions.
Then, the noise characteristics of the camera are incorpo-
rated [44]. All the details are included in the supplemen-
tary. We show an example of simulation below the block
diagram presented in Fig. 3(a). We also illustrate examples
of simulated motion patterns reconstructed using MUSI-
CAL as compared to similar reconstructions from the ex-
perimental live-cell data in Fig. 3(b).
3.2. MUSICAL
The function of MUSICAL [1] is explained in two parts,
namely eigenimages and identifying nanoscale patterns.
Spatio-temporal features in eigenimages: For small
optical windows (size given by the span of the micro-
scope PSF), MUSICAL computes eigenimages from the
microscopy video. The eigenimages order the spatio-
temporal information from the most consistent ones to
most random ones. The first few eigenimages with largest
eigenvalues correspond to vesicle motion patterns (span-
ning the signal subspace) and the remaining correspond to
noise patterns (spanning the noise subspace), see Fig. 4.
Nanoscale pattern identification: Even if two points are
separated by a distance below both the optical and the dig-
ital resolution, the PSFs at such points are slightly different
from each other. Their projection onto the signal and noise
subspaces are therefore different. Precisely, at a point in
the sample space, the projection of the PSF onto every sin-
gle eigenimage in the noise subspace is zero if two condi-
tions are satisfied. First, the separation of signal and noise
subspaces is robust. Second, a fluorescent molecule ever
emitted fluorescence photons from that location during the
video. The condition of zero projection on the noise sub-
space is violated at a point even slightly away from such a
location. This property ismathematically enhanced inMU-
SICAL to reconstruct nanoscopy image with pronounced
nanoscale features.
3.3. Spatio-temporal ROI detection
This step comprises of two tasks - detecting vesicles and
linking the detections across frames (Fig. 5).
Detection of vesicles: Localization nanoscopy [41] can
localize individual fluorescent molecules by fitting Gaus-
sian functions in microscopy images. This is possible only
if extreme spatio-temporal sparsity in fluorescence emis-
sions is enforced, which is not possible while imaging liv-
ing cells. Nonetheless, the nearly spherical geometry of
vesicles implies that their image can also be roughly ap-
proximated as a Gaussian functions. Thus, we use localiza-
tion nanoscopy in an unconventional setting for detecting
vesicles in the microscopy videos. We have used quick-
PALM [17] implementation for this purpose.
Linking the detections and creating sub ROIs: The
detected vesicles are linked using Hungarian method and
Kalman filter [5] to construct their trajectories. Let a
given live-cell sequence contain = number of tracks as:
{)1,)2, ...,)=}. Each track is defined by series of positions
of the vesicle over time, i.e. {?1, ?2, ..., ?<}, where ?8 =
(G8 , ~8 ). For each track, a set of sequential non-overlapping
sub ROIs is created such that each sub ROI contains  ̂ con-
tinuous positions of the particle. The key idea behind us-
ing sub ROIs is that each sub ROI is likely to contain one
simple motion pattern, potentially among Circ, RCir, Flow,
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Figure 5. ROI detection using localization based tracking.
Figure 6. Architecture of the shallow residual attention network.
RanW, and Stat. The number  ̂ can either be selected for
the chosen biological cell type and image acquisition rate
heuristically or more sophisticated automatic sub ROI se-
lection may be designed, which is out of the scope of the
current work. We have heuristically selected  ̂ = 200.
3.4. Motion Classification
The choice of the depth of the network depends on the
task, image features, and class variation. Several biologi-
cal classification tasks have been solved using shallow net-
works [11, 15, 33] due to the unavailability of large mi-
croscopy and nanoscopy datasets as well as fewer features
in live-cell images compared to the real-world RGB images.
We have observed that the state-of-the art deep neural net-
works such as deep CNN [23], VGG16 [56], Inception [52],
and ResNet50 [16] performed poorly in our dataset (results
in section 4). Furthermore, the use of pretrained models
did not improve the classification accuracy significantly.
We found that comparatively shallow networks such as a
3-layered MLP, shallow CNN [28], and ResNet20 perform
better on our data. The observations inspired us to design
a shallow network for motion pattern classification.
In the last few years, the use of residual connection
among layers has proven its ability to improve accuracy
in several computer vision tasks [16]. On the other hand,
attention-based neural networks inspired by the human
perception have become popular in various computer vi-
sion tasks. They employ attention mechanism [53] to iden-
tify and highlight useful features during learning. Recently,
residual-attention mechanism [47] demonstrated state-of-
the-art or comparable accuracy in certain computer vision
tasks [20, 30, 57], and also serve as an inspiration for us.
Shallow Residual Attention Network: We combine the
concept of residual and attention mechanisms with a shal-
low neural network to propose a Shallow Residual Atten-
tion Network (SRAN). The network architecture is pre-
sented in Fig. 6. It consists of a set of initial pre-processing
layers including a residual pre-processing block, an atten-
tion module, and a gated residual post-processing block
connected to the classification layer. The attention mod-
ule further consists of a residual attention block (also called
trunk branch) and a soft mask branch. The trunk branch
has a down-sample and an up-sample unit, for top-down
and bottom-up attention mechanisms [47] respectively.
The soft mask branch is a form of residual block. The out-
puts of the trunk and soft mask branches are combined us-
ing a controlled gate similar to long short-term memory.
The attention module suppresses the noise and highlights
important information by applying dot product between
the residual attention features and soft masks learnt in the
trunk branch and the soft mask branch respectively. The
details of SRAN are given in the supplementary.
4. Experimental results
4.1. Dataset
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
method, we use two datasets described below. We make
both the datasets and supplementary public for research
purposes at our project page1.
Simulation dataset: This dataset is used for training
and evaluation of the classifier. It contains 3000 data sam-
ples for each type of motion pattern. Each data sample is a
small video of 200 frames corresponding to simulated mi-
croscopy images of 25 × 25 pixels of a single vesicle ex-
hibiting a single motion pattern. The optical and camera
parameters used for the simulation were based on the ex-
perimental setup used for creating live-cell dataset. The
simulated noise was chosen such that the signal to noise
ratio was similar to the videos in the live-cell dataset.
Live-cell dataset: Cardiomyoblasts (heart muscle cells)
were divided into 3 different pools and labelled using live-
cell friendly fluorescent dye. The pools are: • Normal:
These cells were kept under normal cell-culture conditions.
• Hypoxia: These cells were subjected to hypoxia (defi-
ciency of oxygen) for 1 hour. •HypoxiaADM: These cells
were subjected to hypoxia like the cells above, but were
simultaneously treated with the hormone adrenomedullin
(ADM). This hormone is found to exhibit protective func-
tions under pathological conditions like myocardial infarc-
tion (cardiac arrest).
For each pool, 10 videos of 2000 frames each and 1024
× 1024 pixels were imaged using GE DeltaVision Elite flu-
orescent microscope. Other experimental details are pro-
vided in the supplementary. We counted the number of
vesicles in the cells that were imaged in each pool. These
1https://nonoscalemotion.github.io/
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Table 1. Multiple Object Tracking Accuracy [19] of different
methods on live-cell dataset.
Condition Feature Deep Proposed
Tracking [40] Tracking [49]
Normal 0.48 0.69 0.91
Hypoxia 0.39 0.62 0.93
HypoxiaADM 0.41 0.68 0.87
Table 2. Classification accuracy of different neural networks using
various input features. Format: Validation/Testing
Method Raw Images Micro Motion Optical Flow
RNN [29] 0.29 / 0.26 0.26 / 0.24 0.32 / 0.21
BLSTM [25] 0.32 / 0.21 0.27 / 0.18 0.36 / 0.24
Con3D [54] 0.28 / 0.26 0.22 / 0.22 0.46 / 0.39
Figure 7. Feature representations of a vesicle in Circ state using
different approaches for motion classification. In (d), each colour
represents different direction quadrant. Scale bar: 500 nm.
numbers are 3283 vesicles for normal, 3186 vesicles for hy-
poxia, and 2980 vesicles for hypoxiaADM. Thus, we per-
formed activity analysis of experimental data of a total of
9449 vesicles. The motion patterns of sub ROIs of each
vesicle were manually annotated for generating ground
truth by visual inspection of raw image sequences and
nanoscopy images reconstructed using MUSICAL. Live-
cell dataset refers to all the data, except in section 4.5 4.4
where pool-specific results are presented.
4.2. Vesicle Localization and Tracking
We experimentedwith feature tracking [40], deep learn-
ing based tracking [43], and the proposed localization
based tracking. In deep learning based tracking, the
neural network was trained with the simulated dataset
and tested on live-cell dataset. We evaluated the track-
ing performance using multiple object tracking accuracy
(MOTA) [19] metric with manually generated ground
truth, see results in Table 1. Feature based tracking method
failed to distinguish between features and noise, therefore
failing to track. Deep learning based tracking methods also
perform poor due to noise and tiny size of the vesicles.
4.3. Results of Motion Classification
We conducted different experiments using a variety of
spatio-temporal features and learning methods. We tried
using raw image sequences, micro-motion magnified se-
quences [13], optical flow, and the trajectories constructed
in the proposed ROI detection approach as the input for
classification. Fig. 7 depicts a visual comparison of the dif-
ferent features extracted for a vesicle in Circ state. It can
be observed from Fig. 7 that the naked eye can not detect
the Circ pattern from either the raw image sequence or the
micro-motion magnified sequence (example in the supple-
mentary videos). The micro-motion magnified sequence
contains larger noise compared to the raw image sequence.
Due to high noise levels in the raw data, optical flow spans
a larger area, therefore failing to detect the nanoscale mo-
tion. Localization nanoscopy can detect the vesicle but
can not extract the trajectory of nanoscale movement ac-
curately. We experimented using LSTM (baseline) and a
deep CNN [48] using the detected trajectories as input and
found the accuracy of (validation/testing) as (0.38/0.29)
and (0.40/0.35) for LSTM and deep CNN, respectively. For
the other features, namely raw image sequence, micro-
motion magnified sequence, and optical flow, we experi-
mented using different baseline learning algorithms. For all
the experiments, the simulation dataset is used for training
and validation. Five-fold cross-validation is used. The live-
cell dataset is used for testing. Parameters of all the base-
line methods are set similar to the original implementa-
tions. We have included early stopping and data augmenta-
tion , and verified that no over-fitting exists (see the supple-
mentary for training details, hyperparameters, and hyper-
parameter study). The classification accuracy is presented
in Table 2. The results indicate that that these features are
not suitable for the classification of nanoscale movement.
Next, we performed experiments to classify the motion
patterns using the nanoscopy images obtained using MU-
SICAL as inputs. SRAN is trained and tested with a similar
weight initialization method and residual blocks reported
in [47]. We used 2-stage attention block (compared to a
3 stage attention block reported in [47]); training details
are in the supplementary. It took 35 epochs to stabilize the
learning (see Fig. 8). In the case of the baseline methods,
we keep most of the settings same as the original imple-
mentations. The results are summarized in Table 3. It is
observed that most shallow networks perform better com-
pared to deep networks and SRAN performs the best. Fig. 8
presents the comparative epoch vs accuracy and loss of a
deep residual attention network [47] (DRAN) and SRAN. It
is seen that SRAN stablizes and converges quicker and to a
lower loss than the deep counterpart.
Failure cases: Fig. 9 depicts the confusion matrix of
SRAN for the live-cell dataset. Although the accuracy for
each individual class is better than 70%, we make some in-
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Table 3. Classification accuracy of different methods using
nanoscopy images. Format: Validation/Testing
Method Pre-training Accuracy
Deep CNN [23] Imagenet 0.32 / 0.29
Deep CNN [23] - 0.36 / 0.31
VGG16 [56] Imagenet 0.42 / 0.33
VGG16 [56] - 0.33 / 0.33
Attention Model [53] - 0.71 / 0.56
Shallow Network [28] - 0.82/ 0.63
ResNet50 [16] - 0.71/ 0.69
ResNet20 [16] - 0.82/ 0.74
MLP (Baysian Optimization) [37] - 0.72/ 0.68
Inception V3 [52] Imagenet 0.46 / 0.36
Inception V3 [52] - 0.43 / 0.29
Deep residual attention [47] - 0.85/ 0.78
Proposed SRAN - 0.89/ 0.82
Figure 8. Accuracy & loss curves of DRAN and SRAN.
teresting observations. The miss-classifications are gener-
ally among the classes where randomness at nanoscale is
involved and therefore random patterns of two kinds may
have significant overlap. In other cases, artefacts due to
noise in the nanoscale reconstruction may be easily con-
fused with an equivalent nanoscale random motion pat-
tern. In yet other cases, more than one vesicles present
may be present in close vicinity, resulting in multiple mo-
tion reconstructions in a single ROI. Fig. 10 presents some
failure cases related to the points mentioned above.
4.4. Analysis of Events
We analyzed the frequency of motion patterns and
changes in motion patterns (i.e. events) in the live-cell
dataset. Fig. 11(a) shows the statistics of motion states in
normal, hypoxia, and hypoxiaADM pools. A clear demar-
cation is observed between them, except for the Stat mo-
tion state. Here, we see that vesicles in the case of hypoxia
are least stationary. Potentially, adding ADM restores the
occurrence of vesicles in this state towards normal pool.
Figure 9. Confusion matrix on the live-cell dataset using SRAN.
Figure 10. Example failure casess. D: detected, O: ground truth.
We also note that most vesicles in any pool are in the RanW
state. Fig. 11(b) shows the statistics of changes in motion
states in normal, hypoxia, and hypoxiaADM pools. It is
of particular interest to note the squares with green back-
ground. They indicate that ADM may have resulted into
change in the trend introduced by hypoxia. For example,
as compared to normal pool, hypoxia pool demonstrated
more number of transitions from Circ and Flow to RanW
states. But, hypoxiaADM demonstrated reduced number
of such transitions. Other similar behaviours may indicate
some potential mechanisms of action of ADM. It is impor-
tant to note that these results are not conclusive from bio-
logical perspective since these experiments were designed
to provide an initial test dataset for the proposed frame-
work. A rigorous biological study needs further biologi-
cal and environmental controls, hypothesis-specific exper-
iment design, and large scale experimentation.
We further show that our analysis may indicate
nanoscale nature of interaction of two sub-cellular struc-
tures. For example, in Fig. 12, green colored low resolution
structures are mitochondria. A vesicle flows towards it and
interacts with it. This is visible in the microscopy video, in-
cluded in the supplementary. However, the nanoscale de-
tail of interaction is not known. The result of our frame-
work, with 200 frames for each sub ROI, is presented in Fig.
12(a). The interaction is contained in sub ROI 2, which is
classified as RCir. Then, we used the proposed framework
with only 50 frames per sub ROI. This result, presented in
Fig. 12(b), indicates that sub ROIs 5-8 contain the inter-
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Figure 11. Analytics of motion patterns and changes in them. Leg-
end for box plots: normal (green), hypoxia (blue), and hypoxi-
aADM (red). Numbers in each square indicate the maximum and
minimum values for that square. (a) frequency of occurrence of
motion patterns (ratio of sub ROIs in a particular motion state
to the total number of sub ROIs in a pool). (b) ratio of number
of consecutive-motion-state-pairs exhibiting a certain combina-
tion of initial and subsequent motion states to the total number of
consecutive-motion-state-pairs. In (b), squares with green back-
ground indicate a trend reversal in hypoxiaADM as compared to
trend of change between normal and hypoxia pools.
action. Among them, sub ROIs 5-7 are classified as Stat
and generate nanoscopy spots at three different locations
(see magenta, cyan, and blue spots below the white pat-
tern) while the sub ROI 8 is classified as Circ. This indicates
that the vesicle may have spent some time being stationary
at different locations (hopping action) in close vicinity of
mitochondrion, before performing a circular motion (spin-
ning action) close to it. Such analysis will open possibilities
of understanding detailed mechanisms of interactions.
5. Discussion and conclusion
We report a first framework and an important step to-
wards studying motion and interaction of vesicles in liv-
ing biological cells and cell systems with sub-resolution
nanoscale details. Our approach indicates the utility of
hybrid learning approaches which combine non-CV ap-
Figure 12. Example of interaction of a vesicle (nanoscopy im-
ages obtained using MUSICAL in colors other than green) with
another sub-cellular structure namely mitochondrion (green mi-
croscopy image) and effect of choosing sub ROIs of different tem-
poral sizes. In (a), sub ROIs 1 and 2 are classified as Flow and RCir,
respectively. In (b), sub ROIs 1-4 are classified as Flow, sub ROIs
5-7 as Stat, and sub ROI 8 as Circ. Scale bars: 500 nm.
proaches with conventional CV approaches to perform
challenging tasks with specific limitations due to the na-
ture and physics of microscopy data. Our work also high-
lights that shallow learning networks may outperform
deep learning networks for certain tasks where feature
sparsity is an important characteristic of the data. We en-
vision at least three future directions for the developed
framework of analysis. First, the simulation framework
can be extended to 3D to incorporate out of focus light and
limited depth of focus of microscopes. Second, more vari-
ety of motion patterns can be incorporated in this frame-
work or custom motion states may be learnt for different
sub-cellular and inter-cellular structures. Third, the com-
plete sequence of motion states can be formed to identify
specific events of interest. The correlation of such events
with activities of other sub-cellular structures can be used
to identify and better understand biological interactions.
Our framework can accommodate different time scales
(as demonstrated in Fig. 12) for extracting motion details
of different levels. In this sense, the framework is easily
adaptable to different imaging conditions. In the future, the
applicability of this framework for sub-resolution analysis
of microscopy images and videos from a wide variety of
microscopes and biological problems will be explored.
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